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The Tet holiday period from 27 January to J February 1968., the
traditional Vietnamese celebration of the lunar new year., set the
stage for one of the largest offensive operations und~rtaken by
North
Vietnamese (NVA) and Viet Cong (VG) forces during the Vietnam
.
.
War.

In violation of its o,-m ann·ounce~ seven-day truce., th~ eneJey"

launched attacks agaj,nst virtually every major city and town as well
as many allied installations in South Vietnam.

As of 11 February 1968.,

Headquarters, USHACV reported that 34 provincial towns., 64 district
towns., and all of the autonomous cities had sustained ground assaults
and/or attacks by fire.

Two prime eneJIJiY targets., heretofore.relatively

untouched by the ~~r., were Saigon., the capital and largest city in
South Vietnam, and the city of .Hue, the former imperial capital located
in Thua Thien Province.
·· :.:·\: The first phase of the offensive., on the night

of

29-30 Januar.r.,

~-:·":

consisted of attacks against Kontum., Pleiku, Da Nang., and four other
cities in I and II Corps Tactical Zones (CTZ 1 s).

The main thrust

was set in motion on_ the following night as attacking forces struck
civilian and military targets -

including Bien Hoa, Long Binh., and

Saigon -in each of the four CTZ 1 s.
night of 3f January.

Hue :was attacked during the

By the beginning of February., the back of the

Communist offensive had been broken ., Fierce fighting continued in

\

Hue., and allied clearing operations were still being conducted against
resistant enenzy- elements in \Saigon, Ban Me Thuot, and other cities.
\
Although the resumption of hostilities remained a constant threat,
\
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eneiey~initiated activity from 1 Febrt:ary to 17 February was generally

·light and sporadic.

On the night of 17-18 February, however, hostilities

'

flared up momentarily as 21 cities, towns, and allied installations sustained attacks by fire.

Ground attacks were also reported in IV CTZ an~

on_the periphery of Saigon.

On

24 February, heavy allied pressure forced

the enemy to withdraw from its positions within the Citadel and abandon
Hue, bringing to a close the 1968· Tet offensive.

..
'

THE ATTACK PATTER.'l'

On the night of

nr

II CTZ*

29-30 January, the enenw opened its all-out

offensive in South Vietnam with almost simultaneous attacks against
seven cities inland II CTZ 1 s.

separate provinces.

major targets:
_.

In II CTZ, fighting erupted in five

The following cities, all province capitals, were

Pleiku City, Kontum City, Ban Me Thuot, Qui Nhon, and

.... .

Nha .• Trang.
~- ·:

In Pleiku Province, the attacking force which struck Pleiku City
consisted of the VC 407th and 408th Sapper Battalions and the
Local Force (LF) Bat~alion.

VC H-15

A battalion of the NVA 95B Regiment, a

major subordinate of the BJ Front, also took part in the battle of

Pleiku City.

By the end of the day, the _attacking force had pulled

out-or the province capital under allied pressure.

-

Ene~ losses in

this aborted attempt to capture a major city were 164 ld.lled.
\

In the western highlands province of Kontum, situated north of

*

\

See map, lfa.jor Battles a11d Signif;.ca.nt Localities 1968 Tet, · P. J.

\ . __
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( ·-rleiku Province, the North Vietnamese acid Viet Cong . attempted to seize
.

.,_,..

Kontum City.

Elements of the NVA 24th Regiment, a subordinate of the

.,~·

1"1VA 1st Division which was also part of the B3 Front, and the VC 304th
LF Battalion were committed to the attack.

Fi&hting continued for

four days before th.e enemy was driven out of the city by allied reaction
forces·on 3 February.
\

The attacking force again failed to achieve its

objective while sustaining heavy casualties.

Eneiey" losses in the battle

were approximateq 625 killed.
In Darlac Province, located south of Pleiku Province, Ban Me Thuot
was the major target for eneicy- offensive action during the first night
of the Tet offensive.

The NVA 33d ~egiment and the VC E-J01st LF

Battalion were the major enemy units involved in the battle.

Fighting

in Ban·Me Thuot continued for-four days with the attacking force completely destroying the province headquarters and badly damaging most
of the
,.city. On 3 February, allied units forced the North Vietnamese
.. ·., ..:
··. :"'""
and Vi~t Cong attackers to withdraw from the _city. As in: Pleiku and
Kontum Provinces, the enemy's attempt to take over a province capital
was thwarted.

Eneiey" casualties were ·more than 230 killed.

In _the coastal provinces of Binh Dinh and Khanh Hoa, unsuccessful

attempts were made to seize Qui Nhon and Nha Trang.
Cong LF units conducted the·attack against Qui Nhon.

Unidentified Viet
The 7th Battalion,

NVA 18B Regiment was considered to be the major enemy unit involved in

.
·'

the assault on Nha Tra.n.g. '~nemy casualties in this battle totalled mo~e
~

than 200 ld.lled..
.

·:

\

During the next few days, other attacks were initiated against

\
.

,~
~

:rep s::fS!tSL_ur:;n~Rl\ t

.,.. .

· - ·····-

•'

.(i
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cities, towns, and allied installations throughout II CTZ.
In PJ.eiku Province, Comnunist troops launched ground attacks against

two district capitals, L3 Thanh and L3 Trung, while enemy artillery
elements shelled Pleiku Airfield and other alJ+ed positions.

Collateral

. intelligence showed that elements of the NVA 95B Regiment and the VC
200th Artillery Battalion took part in these actions.
\

Indications of

impending hostilities in the Due Co area were reflected in SIGilIT
intelligence.

The repositioning of enemy units near Due Co suggested

that the enemy was making preparations for probable attacks, but no
major assault on the city was undertaken during Tet.
In Kontum Province, Tan Canh sustained an attack by fire on 30

January, and the resultant fires destro:,,ed nearly two-thirds of the

city.
~

'

On 1 February, the 2nd Battalion, NVA 174th Regiment mounted

an assault on Dak To.

The city had already been the site of a bloody

1:>attle between allied and enell\V forces in October 1967. Prior to 1
:'. ;:~ ·_
::,-:
Febrtiary, airborne·radio direction finding (ARDF) had followed the
.

_·

movement of the NVA 32nd, 66th, and 174th Regiments from the Cambodian -Kontum Province border area to attack positions west o.r'Dak 'l'o.

However,

the NVA 32nd and 66th Regiments were not engaged during the oottle of

Dak To.

In other areas ~f the province, the NVA 40th Artillery Regiment,

a subordinate of the BJ Front, shelled several allied positions.In ·Darlac Province, enemy attacks were initiated against three
.district capitals -

Buon H?, Lac Thien, and Thuan Hieu.

According to

•

· - collateral intelligence, the VG H-5, 86th, and 88th LF Battalions as well
.

\

.

I

as the VC 381st and 481st Sapper Battalions were involved.·

L

\

5
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In.Ninh Thuan, Tuyen Due, and Bjnh Thuan Provinces, the Viet Cong
executed attacks against the three pl'ovince capitals -- Phan Rang, Da

Lat, and Phan Thiet, respectively.

The major battle was in Da Lat where

elements of the VC 145th and 186th Main Force (MF) Battalions persisted
for three weeks before withdrawing from the town.
_In Binh Dinh Province, the five district headquarters along the coast

were struck.

In Phu Yen Province, the province cap-ital, Tuy Hoa, and one

\

district capital were attacked by the VC 30th

l{F

Battalion, the VC 85th

Battalion, and at least one battalion of the NVA 95th Regiment on J)
January.

One day later, the 5th Battalion, NVA 95th Regiment made an

unsuccessful attempt to take over Tuy Hoa Airfield, resulting in over
200 North Vietnamese casualties.

In the coastal province of Khanh Hoa, the assault on Nha Trang, the
· province capital,

was

followed by attacks on two district capitals, Ninh

Hoa and Cam I.am. Elements of the NVA 18B Regiment took pnrt in the
..,.
attack: :against Ninh Hoa. Collateral intelligence showed that the T88th
~: :
Sapper Company and the NVA 95th Artillery Battalion took part in the

attack against Cam Lam.
c;

THE ATTACK PATTERN IN I CTZ

As in II CTZ, fighting erupted in I CTZ on the night of 29-30
January, one day earlier than the main ene~T thrust. Two important
\
cities in Quang Nam Province were the pril,,ary targets. One was Da:
I

Nang, South Vietnam's secon~ largest city and site of the Headquarters,
\
III Marine Amphibious Force (l-{AF). 'l'he other was Hoi An, the province
.'--'
\

I
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capital. Da Nang sustained an attack by fire from the NVA 368B Artillery
Begiment;,a major subordinate or He.adquarters Group 44.

The artillery

regiment continued to shell the city from 30 January to J February.
According to collateral intelligence, Hoi An ~s assaulted b;r elements

ot the NVA 3rd Regiment, a subordinate of the NVA 2nd Division, and an
unidentified local force battalion.
Enemy-initiated activity in I CTZ increased in subsequent days.

\

In

Quang Nan Province, the enemy followed up the attacks against Da Nang and
Hoi An with assaults on allied installations and urban centers in the
tour coastal districts.

In Quang Tin Province, the only major target

was Tam Ky, the province capital..

The attack was carried out by North
.
Vietnamese soldiers identified as part of the NVA 21st Regiment, another

major subordinate or the NVA 2nd Division.
·"----·

1

'

intelligence, the

Quang Tin

According to collateral

Provincial Force -

.

consisting or the VC

.

70th, 72nd, and 74th LF Battalions - was also involved. The attacld.ng
_.·/_·.:~/
to'rce was stopped by allied units and suffered about 280 casualties.

In Quang Ngai Province, an attack against the province capital, Quang
Ngai City, was conducted by the Viet Cong on 31 January.

Non-SIGINT

intelligence showed that'the 401st Sapper Regiment and the VC 328th
Regiment were committed.

Allied defenders were able to :stop the eneDzy'

drive and inflict extreme~ heavy casualties on the attackers. Viet
Cong personnel losses totalled approximately 800 killed.

In Military Region Tri-Thien-Hue ( MR TTH), fierce fighting erupted
in several areas, including the city ot Hue.

\

In Quang Tri Province,

elements of the NVA 812th and 5th Regiments combined to attack Quang

.

\

7 .
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Tri City, South Vietnam's northerr.~oat province capital, on 31 January.
The attac~ force tailed to capture its objective and suffered very
high personnel losses. Approximately 868 North Vietnamese soldiers
were killed during the battle.

In addition to the province capital,

three district towns were struck in early February. On 1 February,
elements ot the 7th Battalion, NVA 29th Regiment attacked Hai Lang.
\

-·

The following day, the North Vietnamese assaulted Cam Lo and lost
On 5 February, the North Vietnamese attacked Trieu

. over 100 killed.

Phong but were repulsed by allied defenders.
In Thua Thien Province, enemy activity increased sharply on 31

/anuary • . A ground attack again~t Phuo Loe District Headquarters was
conducted by elements or the VC 804th Battalion, NVA 4th Regiment.
At Phu Bai, the 8th Radio Research Field Station intercept site in Southeast Asia -

USASA 1s largest

sustained an attack by fire which

damaged
the operations building and. antennaes and completely destroyed
~...

·. ·

.

_·.;. ·-·~··

.

.

t~~ ' Bachelor Officers• Quarters.

. city

or

Hue -

Eight Jl!iles north or Phu Bai, the

one or the main targets of the eneley' offensive -

attacked by North Vietnanese and Viet Cong forces.

was

NVA units identified

in the attack were the 4th, 6th, and 29th Regiments. The Hue Sapper
. Battalion was the major VC unit involved.
The assault on Hue was one of the most successful military _operations
undertaken by the enemy- during the 1968 Tet offensive.

Communist troops

seized and held large sections of the ancient imperial city for nearly

a month and executed more than 3000 residents~ including ARVN soldiers,
\'
government workers, teachers, leading citizens, and foreigners.
\__,

\·
I

.

.

~

.

.-

- ··

~

··-

.

8
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Elements of the 1st Marine Di,ision and the 1st Cavalry Division
(.Airmobile) conducted counter-operations to relieve the pressure on
Hue.

However, resistant elements c:ontinued to operate within the city,

and SIGINT intelligence revealed the eneJey" 1 s intent to maintain its

positions in the royal citadel. &.dio direction finding (RDF) on rt
February fixed an element of the tactical headquarters, MR TTH inside
the citadel.

\

An intercepted message on 17 February indicated that the

commander ot·the attacking force in Hue had been killed and that his

One possible explanation for the move-

replacement wanted to withdraw.

ment of the command/control element into the citadel was to insure that
the atta~king force did not withdraw from the city.

On 18 February,

intercepted messages disclosed that elements of the NVA 812th Regiment,
which
·'-...., ,

was

operating in the

Quang

Tri City area, were planning to move

'lo,'''

south towards Hue either to attack or to reinforce communist troops

entrenched
in the citadel.*
~.·.
..

_·;.··.~-:

· ~,, Final.]Jr, on 24 February, the attacking force abandoned its positions
within the citadel and withdrew from Hue under heavy allied pressure.
Fighting between allied and NVA/vC forces :in Huo from .31 January to 24
February represented-the single largest battle or the Tet offensive.
According to Don Oberdorter iii Tett, "the 25-d~ struggle for Hue was

the longest and bloodiest ground action

*

or the

Tet ottensive •••• 11**

_~I. 19 February 1968 (TST) ~•.

CIA., CIA Operations Cent.er._!

** Mt,

.

Don Oberdorfer, Doubleday & Company, .Inc., Garden City, New
York,. 1971.

L

\

.

CIA 3.5(c ) Sect i on 6 of the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 , 50 U. S . C . 3507
E . O. 13526 3 . 5 (c )
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The intensity or the battle was . reflected in the high number ot

l)

casualti~s and the damage to the city. As of 7 February, allied
· casualties included 211 killed and 962 wounded.

The North Vietnamese

··,

and

Viet Cong lost more than 2000 killed.

even greater.

Civilian casualties were

As noted before, more than .3000 residents o! the city

i

·i

were killed

by

the attacking force.

Destruction

or

'

the city which

served as · a battlegroum for more than three weeks was estimated at

approximately

80%.
THE ATTACK PATTERN m III CTZ

The Tet o.t'!ensive was launched in III CTZ during the early morning
hours of 31 January.
.\...._,,

The initial assaults on civilian and military

targets b'ere conducted primarily by Viet Cong troops trom independent
. main force and local force units.

Most of the major North Vietnamese

: ·~.·.

~<(-::Viet Cong units located in III CTZ were not involved.
.

_ .SIGINT and no~-SIGINT intelligence sho~red that three enemy tactical
divisions were in the Corps area at the outbreak of Tet hostilities.
The NVA 7th Division.; which was operating mainly in Tay Ninh Province,
consisted of the NVA 101st, 141st, and 165th Regiments.

Also operating
I

in Tay Ninh P.rovince was the VC 9th Division which included the VC
271st, 272nd, and 27.3rdRegiments.

The third major unit, the VC 5th

Division, was conduct:ipg op~rations primarily in Phuoc Long am. Bien
I

Hoa Provinces.

Its major subordinate elements were the VC 274th, VC
\

. 275th, and the NVA 88th Regiin.ents.
\

L '

Only two or these regiments

~

:r0P 65:(eii({::~i__\kR/JDRA ~
----=--- .
.

the
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VC· 274th and 275th Regiments which \o.iere coimnitted to ground assaults on
. Bien Hoa ·A:ir Base and II Field Force Vietnam . (FFV) Headquarters in Long
.. Binh -

were engaged on ,31 January.

In the Capital Si:ecial Zone, enemy torces conducted simultaneous
·attacks against Saigon, Cholon, and nearby Tan Son·Nhut Air Base.

None

ot the attac~ were successful.
In the Saigon area, the enemy attack was actually a series of individual
assaults on the American Embassy, the presidential palace, the Joint
General Statr Compound, and other key targets.

The attacking !orce was

supported by Viet Cong who had infiltrated the city in large numbers

or

prior to the day o! the attack and who had been armed from caches
weapons and ammunition stockpiled in the city.
\.__,;

One

or

the units en-

gaged in Saigon t'ighting was identified as the C10 Sapper Battalion.

All __ cf
. ·•

',•

the :initial assaults were repulsed, and the attacking force

..: .

s~!ered heavy casualties.

Scattered pockets of resistance remained

within the city, and terrorist activities and small skirmishes continued
for several days.

However, no new major assaults were initiated. On

5 .February, ARVN forces began a successful

sweep operation to clear

. resistant enemy elements while elements of the

u.s.

out

9th and 25th Infantry

Divisions surroWlCled the city to block oft escape routes and prevent
·. reinforcements trom entering the capital; Although Viet Cong troops
persisted. in the Phu Tho Racetrack area as late as 21 Fe.b ruary, most

or the

enemy force had abandoned the city.

'l'he VC 2nd and 6th LF Battalions carried out a ground assault on

\

'

.

the city of Cholon but were repul~cd by ,allied
and South Vietnamese
....
.~

\

..
,._
,_, l'Pit"">
_
-

\
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· defenders.
Tan.Son Nhut Air Base, located about five kilometers northwest of
.. ''"":

Saigon, received both ground assaults and attacks by fire on 31 Janu-

The attacking force consisted of more than 1000 Viet Cong from

a:q.

the VC 267th and 269th Battalions and the D-16 Local Force Battalion.
The main breakthrough came at a rear gate where about 100 Viet Cong
penetrated the perimeter defense, dispersed into two and three man
teams, and harassed allied troops with small arms and automatic

weapons fire from positions along the runway and flight line.

Base

reaction forces and helicopter gunships combined with elements or the
1et and 25th Infantry Divisions to launch counterattacks to repulse
the enellij" drive and retain firm control of the air base.
The other prime target of .the enemy offensive in III CTZ was the
Bie~ Hoa - Long Binh complex. Concurrent 1'd. th assaults in the Capital_
-

.•

•'

..

•.

~·

S~cial Zone, the enemy attacked Bion Hoa Air Base and II FW Headquarters at Long Binh Post, situated north ot Bien H~a City.

The

attacking force which struck Bien Hoa Air Bas~ included two main force

units I the VC 274th and 275th Regiments.

Although an estimatod.dthree

companies penetrated ·the air base, the attack was repulsed. by U.S.
forces.

The

Viet Cong lost 57 killed and 23 captured.

totalled 5 killed and 30 wounded.

U.S. casualties

The VC· 275th Regiment was also

involved in the assault on II FFV Headquarters.
Fighting broke out in \ther areas of III CTZ on 31 January.

Small

scale assaults were mounted against province ca~itals, district towns,

..

\

l ./

and allied installations in Tay N5~h, Binh Long, Phuoc Long, Long An,
.
\
-

TOP •.&liC~ET UP::'.BRA •
.

\

-·-
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~_) '

.

Bau Ngai, Binh Duong, Gai. Dinh, and Bien Hoa Provinces. Most ot the

attacks "'8re executed by local forco units or battalion size or small.er.

EneDV-initiated activity- continued in III CTZ on 1 and 2 February.
In Fbuoo

~

Province, the Viet Cong attacked Ba Ria, the province

· . capital, during the night ot .31 January - 1 February.

'·

The VC 445th

, LF Battalion was the major enell13' ~ t that took part in the battle.

.

Allied losses included 21 killed and 100 wounded.

&uttered 260 casualties.

On the night

The Viet Cong

or 1-2 February, two VC

battalions struck Xuan Loe, the capital of Long Khanh Province.
The Viet Cong lost 66 killed in this action.

During the early morning hours ot 1 February, elements of the VC

27.3rd Regiment attacked Phu Cuong in Binh Duong Province and overran
'..___,;

'

the ·ARVN Engineer School on the northern edge of the province capital.

B.r ~d-afternoon, however, the attac~ f'orce had abandoned the city •
.

•.

·:

"':t.

Fithting

was also reported on 1 February between . the. VC 272nd and

273rd Regiments

and

the U.S. 28th Regiment near Phu Cuong.

Viet Cong soldiers were ld.lled in the battle.

On the

Over 300

night of 2

.Februa17, fighting resumed in and around the city ·or Phu Cuong.

company or the

u.s.

A

1st '.µrl'antry Division in defensive positions five

kilometers northeast of the province capital came under attack from a

.

battalion of the VC 273rd Regiment ..

According to information obtained

- from FOW1 s., the battalion sustained 5o% casualties.
..
.
.
\
.
.
In other areas of Binll. Duong Province, North Vietnamese forces en-

'

gaged the 1st Battalion, AR'7N 8th Regiment on 2 February.

L·

or

.

2-) February,

u.s.

;

On the night

.

base camps '."; Dau Tieng, Lai Khe, and Cu Chi
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sustained enemy rocket and mortar £ire, but no significant ground

assaults·lf8re initiated against these positions.

THE ATTACK PATTERN IN IV CTZ

The Tet offensive in IV CTZ was launched during the night of .30-.31

.r.anuarr with coordinated attacks

in all but three provinces.

As in the

other Corps areas, the main targets were province capitals and district

towns. The attacks were executed wholly by the Viet Cong as there were
uo North Vietnamese units operat~ in IV CTZ. USMACV estimated that
15 ot 21 maneuver battalions available in IV CTZ were involved.* The

Viet Cong failed to aeize and .ho)4 any of the cities and towns which they
\..J

attacked and suffered more than .1500 killed between the night or .30-.311
January
and 3 February.
. ~ -.
·.·

:/·_.··.:,:}

.

: ~,, In Dinh Tuong Province, a major battle was fought in the provincial
capital of My·Tho.

261st

and

The attack was conducted by elements of the VC

263rd MF Battalions

and

the VC 514th LF Battalion. Destruction

in the embattled city was vast as the attacking force destroyed approx-

imately 5000 homes. ·civilian casualties included ~4 killed and more
than 600

wounded.

More than 400 of the Viet Cong attackers were killed

during the battle.

Two district towns in Dinh Tuong Province were also struck by the

Viet Cong during Tet. Collateral intelligence indicated that elements

*

.

SSO MACV, J-2 MACV WlEU

\
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ot the DT 1 MF Regiment and the VC. 207th MF Battalion were committed
to the gr~um assaults on Cai Be and Cai U\Y•

In the bordering province or Kien .Hoa, another major battle was
t01Jght at Ben Tre between South Vietnamese forces and elements of the
VC 518th LF Battalion. More than 150 ARVN soldiers were ldlled in the
battle, and approximately 150 civilian casualties were reported.

In addition to Ben Tre, Mo Cay and Binh Dai

losses were not lmo'*ll.

were also attacked

Enemy:

.by the Viet Cong.

The attacking force \obich stnick

these two district towns also included elements of' the VC 518th LF
Battalion.

In the three provinces of
province capitals -

Go Cong, Vinh Binh., and Vinh

Go Cong City, Tra Binh., and Vinh

Long, the

Long City.,
.

respectively-:- were the prime targets for enemy offensive actions.

i

qo·C9ng
City sustained an attack by elements of the VC 514th and the
.'. ·..
.·

~

":;' .

)6-lst

LF Battalions.

Tra Binh was stnick by elements of the VC 501st

LF Battalion. Elements of the VC 857th Local Force and the 306th Main
Force Battalions combined to attack Vinh Long City.

In Vinh Binh and

Vinh Long Provinces, attacks against district towns were conducted by- company-size and battalion-size Viet Cong units.

In Chuong Thien Province., local force units mounted an assault on
Vi Thanh, the province capital.

In Ba Xuyen Province., elements

or

the

VC D7164 LF Battalion conducted an attack against Soc Trang ldlile local
force units struck My Xuye~ .and Thanh Tri.

In·Bac Lieu Province, an

· ·. . attack against the city of Vinh Loi was carried out by five company-

L,

size local force units.

\

In Phonp: ;)in Province,

Can

.r

. fiJ_-...'__-_ . -- 1__ _ _"

Tho sustained both

r:

n

-

-·-- - .vJ ~-~
1/ ~- •ff:
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·a ground assault and an attack by !ire.

The VC 303rd MF Battalion was

considere9,to be the major enemy unit involved in the effort to capture
the province capital. Concurrent with the assault on Can Tho, the VC

309th MF Battalion combined with local force units to attack three
district towns in the province.

In Kien Giang Province, the provincial capital of' Ra.ch Gia
district to'Wl'l.s -

Ha Tien and Kien An -

and two

were attacked by elements of the

VC· U M;inh 10 LF Battalion. · In Chau Doc Province, Chau Doc City, the

province capital, was struck by elements of the VC 512th LF Battalion.
However, the attacking force !led with the first contact with the
city's defending forces.
\ ___,·

Elsewhere in Chau Doc Province, attacks

against two cities,~ Phu .and. Tri Ton, were conducted by elements

ot the VC 510th and 511th LF Battalions.

·:. ..,(._.~> In lien Phong Province, ground assaults on the
~

~

..:

provincial capital

.

of Cao Lanh and Hong Ngu District tolffl were initiated by eneJI\1 elements
identi!ied as part of the VC 502nd LF Battalion.

In An Xuyen .Province,

South Vietnam• s southernmost province, the provincial capital of Quan ·
Long was assaulted by elements of' the VC U Minh 11 LF Battalion while

the VC 306th LF Battalion struck Cai Moc.

In Kien Tuong Province,

elements of the VC 267th MF Battalion attempted to seize the province
capital, Moc· Hao.

In Sa Dec Province, company-size forces mounted

. . assaults on Sa Dec City, the province capital, and two district towns.

·

.

.

\
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RESULTS OF THE 1968 TET OFFENSIVE

. Tm massive

Comnunist offensive in South Vietnam during the Tet

holidays began on the night of 29-30 January ~th seven attacks in
· I and ll CTZ's, gained momentum during the following night, and
lfitll the abandonment or Hue on

struggle.

As

ended.

24 February atter a long and blood,-

tar as the realization of the ene~'s military aims,

the offensive did not serve its purpose. One ot the primary objectives
was a decisive tactical victory over U.S. and South Vietnamese military
torces. To achieve this end, the ene~ made an all-out ettort and
con:mitted a large part or its combat forces to the Tet attacks.

How-

ever, despite the intensity and coordination or the nationwide of.tensive,
's.J

u.s.

and South. Vietnamese forces were able to turn back the wave of

en~ attacks against urban areas and military installations and inflict
.•

·:. .

·"":,.·

· ext:;emely heavy casualties on the attacking forces.

Thus, instead ot

attaining the tactical victory whidh they hoped would foreshorten the
war and pave the

way

for a Conmunist take over in South Vietnam, the

North VietnamesE: and Viet C·ong suffered a major military defeat.
Arter the first wave or attacks, there followed a lull in ene~1.nitiated activity during_the first two weeks in February.

Fighting

continued in" Saigon, Hue, Ban Me Thuot, and other urban areas as U.S.ARVN forces conducted sweep operations tq clear out resistant enetey'
elements.

Light ground contacts and attacks by tire were initiated

throughout South Vietnam almost daily. A second ~ve or major attacks
.

(_)

.

\

was expected by allied cormnanden: iuring February, but no significant

TOI{~ ~iu Ci~Iii~11CJ u~~vr~DRA
1

\
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._ground attacks occurred.

On the night of 17-18 February., there was

a briet r.esumption of' hostilities as 2f. military and civilian targets.,
including the major complexes at Tan Son Nhut and Bien Hoa., were

struck by enem, rocket and mortar fire.

Concurrent with the attacks

by tire, enemy forces launched ground attacks against urban areas in

. IV CTZ, and fighting also erupted on the outskirts or Saigon.

ot the ground attacks were repulsed,
tire was light.

and

All

damage tran the attacke by

Fin~., on 24 February., Conmrunist troops :in Hue

abandoned well-entrenched positions within the citadel and pulled

out ot the city under heavy allied pressure.
One indication of the eneJl\Y''s all-out tactical effort was the
extent or the involvement or North Vietnamese and Viet Cong forces

in the series

of

attacks.

Based on Order of Battle (OB) strength

rig\ires., USMACV estimated that about 45,000 enemy troops took part
"$.··:. .

in the offensive as of 5 ~ebruary. The North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong used less than half or their main force units but well over half
of their local force units in the offensive.

The following table shows

the number of ene?ey' troops from either main force or local force units
invo~ved in attacks ln each Corps area:

MAJOR MANEUVER UNIT STRENGTHS

Not identified in combat

Identified in combat .
Main force

Local force

Main force

Local force

10,940

1,050

10.,030

520

\

i.

I Corps

(____)

·II Corps
Highlands

9.,800

6,000

3,730
\
2;010

\
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CIA 3 . 5 (c ) Section 6 of the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 , 50
E . O. 13526 3 . 5 (c )

(_)

J!

u.s .c .

.

..

4,230
5,070

Coast
Saigon

4,980

1,300

III Corps, .3,650
· IV Corps '3,400

4,250

2,020

.32, 150

1.3,425

.35,.390

: Totals

300

-

-7,,420

1,275

800

2;225
1,800

5,895

Totals do not include Communist elements in the DMZ area •
. ··_1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

___.!

The enemy suffered extremely heavy casualties since 29 January

when the offensive opened, but most or the personnel losses were sustained b7 Viet Cong units.

In I CTZ, the enetey" lost more than

4,500

killed in action. In II CTZ, enemy losses totalled 21 484 killed.
Estimates of casualties in III CTZ were placed at over 4,100 id.lied.

.

In IV CTZ, the Viet Cong lost approximately 1,500 killed, the highest
losses ever recorded in IV CTZ for a tour-day period.

Thus, the

No~h Vietnamese and Viet Cong sustained appi,oximately 12,600 casualties

....~ :~~:· '.~·-:.

.

.

im;the f'irst wave of' Tet attacks or lost roughly one-:-third or its
attacking forces.*
Despite the extensive personnel losses, the enenw retained the
capability ta renew the offensive with a secon.d wave of attacks against
urban centers and military installations.

The death toll was placed

at slightly more than 12,600 killed; however, most or these casualties
~re sustained by Viet Cong units committed to battle.

Although some

ot the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong main torce units were involved
in the initial Tet attacks;\ the majority were not engaged.
\

L,

*

\

The presence
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these forces near key military targets suggested that assaults on

allied in?tallations were imninent.

As noted before, however, no

significant ground attacks materialized.
Although the Communists ma.de an all-out effort., as indicated by the
unprecedented nature arid scppe of the attacks and the extent ot commitment
of enenv forces, none of its objectives were captured. The attacking

\

forces tailed to seize and hold even one of the South Vietnamese cities
or towns that were designated as targets.

The enemy did succeed in .

occupying port.ions of main populated areas.
vas in

The most noteworthy success

the city or Hue where the enemy was able to hold out for twenty-

. five days.

However, the attacking forces were unable to retain control

in any of the populated areas where footholds had been gained.
'--'; ,

By

tailing to capture the major cities and towns, the Conmu.miets were also

denied the political victory they sought.

The capture of cities and

. ~.·

t~.).(h~

was designed to be the first step towards org~izing a coalition
.

·'

government that would ultimately- join with Hanoi.
The Communists also overestimated the support they would receive
from the South Vietnamese population during the offensive.

The Communists

calculated that the all-out assaults on urban areas would set the stage
for a general uprising of the civilian population.

However, the expected

popular uprising never took place, and there was no evidence to suggest
that the South Vietnamese rallied to the.enemy in great numbers.

In

contrast, the slaughter ot ;civiliane and the destruction of private homes
during the attacks on'.cy' increased the population's hatred and distrust

or the

Communists.

\

\
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In addition, the Corrnnunists failed to destroy the Government of
· Vietnam (~VN) and its armed forces (RVNAF).

Although its effective-

ness suffered, the government did not collapse.

RVNAF falter.

Neither did the

South Vietnamese forces sustained more than 9,000

casualties, including nearly-2,000 killed, but held up against the

HVA/VC assault forces.*
Although the eneJIG" failed to achieve .its principal objectives while
suffering extensive casualties, certain successes were accomplished.

The attacking forces destroyed parts of maey South Vietnamese cities and
towns which were occupied during the offensive.

The most noteworthy

example was in the city of Hue.where destruction to the city -was
estimated at about

80%.

The destruction caused widespread suffering

and _h ardship and made refugees of almost halt a million South Viet-

namese.
'

The Communists did gain a ·propaganda and psychological victory

~.·.

ai:(a': 'result of the intensity and the degree of simultaneity of the
:,;.•

'

nationwide attacks. Yet, despite these gains, the North Vietnamese and

Viet Cong did not win the political and military victories they wanted.

THE TACTICAL SITUATION PRIOR TO TET

In strategic terms, the Tet offensive had been anticipated by the
intelligence community.

Continuous indications of imminent hostile

action in South Vietnam, especially in II CTZ, were reflected in

*

\

United States - Vietnam Relatiors, 1945-1967.
·-Depal:'tment of Defense. Book 5 of 12 Books.
\

21i
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the intelligence product, SIGINT in particular, .throughout the month
of January. and reported daily to tactical consumers.

In tactical

terms, however, the offensive came as an almost complete surprise
despite the degree of advance warning provided by the intelligence
community.

There were four major elements of surprise.

The most

blportant was the ti.ming of the offensive to coincide with the Tet
holidayB.

The second was the m.unber of simultaneous attacks executed

b;y the enenw.

The third was the primary use of Viet Cong rather than

.

North Vietnamese and local force rather than main force units.

The

.

fourth major element of surprise was that the prime enemy targets

were South Vietnamese cities and towns.
Thie section will discuss the indications of impending enentr attacks
~ -

contained in SIGINT intelligence prior to Tet.

divided
into two parts.
. ,.__.

The pre-Tet period is

The first part deals with enemy activity prior

t~~2$ January 1968 when the National. Security Agency ~blished
a
-

report

.,

that warned ot an imminent coordinated offensive throughout South Vietnam.

The second part covers enemy activity from 25 January to the

beginning of the offensive.

ENEMY ACTIVITY PRIOR TO 25 JANUARY

?
Intercepted :coimnµnications on_!3 Janu~ provided the first significant indication of major eneicy activity in Military Region 5.

.

· erence was made to "N-Day"
.

"D-Day" -

~

\

Ref-

the 'Vietnamese Corranunist equivalent to
.

.

in a message passed beh-een two unidentified elements in

\
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Pleiku Province.*
Within a few days, SIGINT ana~sts noted a growing concentration
of enemy elements in two separate areas in the western highlands.

In

the tri-border area of Kontum Province, Laos, ~d Cambodia, the concentration .or enemy elements included Headquarters, B3 Front; Headquarters, NVA 1st Division and its Military Intelligence Section (MIS);
Headquarters, NVA 1st Division's Forward Tactical Element (FTE); and
the NVA 66th and 174th Regiments.

--

On

t5 January., SIGINT disclosed

the movement of the NVA 32nd Regiment from Pleiku Province to the
tri-border area*only- a few kilometers trom the enemy buildup in that
area.**
Another concentration of enemy elements developed in northwest
\_..

Pleiku Province near the Kontum Province border and included an element
of
the Headquarters, B.3 Front; the Gia La.i. (Pleiku) Provincial Unit;
. .
~~

.

·t ·~ ;} ~ubordinate Forward Tactical Element of the NVA 1st Division; and
several unidentified elements.***

.* · NSA Southeast Asia SIGINT Summary, .3/0/STY/R12-68,

1.3 January 1968.

** NSA Southea;t Asia SIGINT Smranary., 3/0/STY./R.1.3-68, 15 January 1968.
NSA Southeast Asia SIGINT Sunmary, 3/0/STY/R14-68, 16 January 1968 •

. *** NSA Southeast
Asia SIGINT
.
.

.

I

\.__,,

'

Sulmnary,

3/0/STY/Rt5-68, 17 January 1968 •

\

\
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message on 16 January between a BJ Front Head-

quarters · authority and an NVA 1st D:ivision Headquarters element diis-

closed plans for enem;y attacks in Pleiku Province. Messages passed
between these two headquarters played a signif~cant part in SIGINT
reporting before, during, and after the Tet offensive.

According

to the 16 January message, Due Co and Le Thanh would be the initial

\

targets while Pleiku City and areas adjoining Route 19 would be
11

·'

liberated 11 later.*

During the next few days, these two headquarters continued to

pass mess.a ges that contained references to plarmed attacks in Pleiku
Province.

Between 19 and 27 January, allied installations in the

Pleiku. City area sustained repeated attacks by tire.
The concentration

·"--J I

or

enemy entities in the tri-border area of Kontum

Province,
Laos, and Cambodia continued to grow. SIGINT noted that the
..
. :.··:/.
.
For.ward Element, NVA 1st Division had joined the concentration ·in the
:,..._

··'"

.

tri-border area by 16 January.** By 22 January, the NVA 24th Regilllent

'had also redeployed to the tri-border area.***
In addition, a third concentration

or

BJ Front· elements was beginning

to develop .in northeast Darlac Province by 24 January.
Thus, by 24 January, indications
/

or

eneiey: activity reflected in

SIGINT suggested that attacks were inmdnent in the B.3 Front area of

*

NSA Southeast Asia SIG~T Summary., 2/0/VCM/R13-68, 17 January 1968.

· **

NSA Southeast Asia SIGIN~ Summa..7, 3/0/STY./R15-68~ 17 January 1968.
\

***

NSA Southeast Asia SIGINT Surr:JJ·lrY, 3/0/STY./P.20-68, 22 January 1968.

\
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Kontum, Pleiku, and Darlac Provinces.

The major indication was the

relocatio,n and buildup of eneiey" units in three separate areas.

Another

important indication gleaned from enemy comnrunications was the number

or references to "N~Day11 and attack plans discussed in messages passed
between enemy elements. A third reliable indication was the increase
in intelligence collection and reporting in the Dak To area of Kontum
Province b;r Military Intelligence elements serving the NVA 1st Division.

In contrast to the abundance
impending attacks in the

BJ

or

evidence that pointed towards

Front area, conmunications serving the

. . WA· 3rd Division in Binh Dinh Province and the Southern Front/NVA

. 5th Division in Phu Yen-Khanh Hoa-Phu Bon Provinces provided. ·only a

small amount of intelligence to indicate that hostilities were forthcoming.

In the Quang Nam-Quang Tin Provinces area, SIGINT disclosed the
.

~

·~·-

... '.• -~"

.

·r.e.),bcation of elements of the NVA 2nd Division towards the coastal
>

area in mid-January.* ARDF followed the movements of major combat
elements or the NVA 2nd Division.

The Headquarters, NVA 2nd Division

deployed north into Quang Nam Province.
relocated to Quang

Nam Province.

The VC 1st Regiment also

The NVA 21st Regiment deployed

south- and then east towards the coast, relocating southwest or Tam
Ky in Quang Tin Province.**

.*

NSA Southeast Asia SIG~T Summary, 3/0/STY/R15-68, 17 January 1968 •

. **

NSA Southeast Asia SIGINT Sunmary, 3/0/ST'f./R20-68, 2.3 January 1968.

.

\
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On

24 January, NSA reported that Communist offensive operations

1n the co~stal provinces (Quang Nam, Quang Tin, Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh,

Phu Yen,

future.

and

Khanh Hoa) of Military Region 5 lt'ere probable in the near
f

This prediction was based on intercepted communications between

Headquarters, Military- Region 5 Main Force Unit Control (MFUC) and the
NVA 21st Regiment on 23 January.

The message, which was signed by the

Chief Signal Officer of Headquarters Military Region 5 and addressed

to

the signal officers of all subordinate units, described the sl..tuation ·
as tense and ordered the subordinate units to "call the watch regularly
· 1n order to receive orders and report."

The message also indicated that

"signal 303" had been designated as "have opened fire." The }ISA report
also noted that Headquarters, Militacy Region 5 MFUC had activated
\,_ ,,

forward tactical elements in the NVA 2nd and 3rd Division areas ot

operations, another indication that attacks were imminent.*
. ~·

.. >\1.":. By
-:,•

24 January, references to

1iN-Day 11

had

appeared in communications

o! the NVA 2nd Division, the NVA .'.368B and 68th Artillery Regiments, and

the 402nd Sapper Battalion.

References to 11N-Day-" in enemy comnunications

in this area. as well as in the B3 Front area provided the 'first indication
that the forthcoming· attacks were to be a coordinated effort.

The highlight of enemy activity- in Military- Region Tri Thien Hue
(MR. Tl'H) in ear4 Januacy was the emergence or the Forward Element,
. MR TTH as a major headquarters..

*

By

21 Januacy, this Forward Element

\

2/0/VCM/R2.7-68, 24 Januacy 1968, POSSIBIE D·1MINENT VIETNAMESE COMMUNIST

\
·.. OFFENSIVE OFF.RATIONS .IN COASTJiL ~_<1,VINCES OF MILITARY REG.ION

\

\

·~t::t~a.·
N '
I

.·
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had relocated trom the Quang Tri - Thua Thien Province border area to
a position about ?J kilometers trort. the city of Hue. .It was in communications with between 8 and t> subordinates -- including the NVA

4th, 6th,
.·

On

and

9th Regiments.*

23 January, NSA warned or

renewed interest in the Hue area

the

as shown by the disposition of eJ?,enor units in MR TTH.

\

The Forward

Element, MR TTH and the NVA 6th Regiment were positioned near Hue.

· In addition, the Head.quarters, MR TTH had moved 10 kilometers ·towards

~-

Hue by 2> January. Comnunications activity or Headquarters, MR TTH
was limited on 21 and 22 January while its Forward Element was ve17

active in comnunications on those two days.

These tw:> conditions

indicated a further move by Headquarters, MR TTH. The concentration
''---

'

o~ enemy- units near Hue posed an increasing tactical threat to the
former imperial capital.**
.' . ).._·.

·;

· ~/
The two most significant development~ in III CTZ prior to 25
·';>.

Januar;y were the resumption of intelligence collection and reporting
by Military Intelligence elements serving the VC 5th Division and

the VC 9th Division and the continued expansion of communications
activity by major enemy- units.
.

.

Military Intelligence elements serving the VC 5th Division resumed

*

NSA Southeast Asia SIGINT Sunmary, 'J/O/STY./ROJ-68, 'J January 1968.
NSA Southeast Asia SIG~T Sunma.ry., 'J/0/STY/R.18-68., 21 January 1968.

.

.

.

** NSA Southeast Asia SIG~ Summary, 'J/O/STI/R20-68, 23 January 1968.
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intelligence collection an:i reporting on 6 January after having been

virtuallT, inacth"e since the previous September. Attention was
focused on allied activities in the southern portion ot Phuoc
u,ng Province. lJil1tary Intelligence elements serving the VC

9th Division also recommenced their intelligence ettort on 6 JanElements or the C95

uaey at;er several weeks of inactivity.

Reconnaissance Company, a subordinate of the VC 9th Division, be. gan to conduct intelligence operations in the northeas~rn part

ot Tq .Ninh Province. The 46th Sapper - Reconnaissance Battalion,
a subordinate of the Military Intelligence Bureau (MIB) of COSVN,

was also engaged in intelligence activities in that area.
During the month of January, several communications groups subordinate to major new control authorities continued to expand. }'.!oat

ot these conmunications groups were first activated in October of
: .. .

.· t96i;
Their subscribers incluied elements of the VC 5th and 9th
... ·:
~

·'

Divisions and the NVA 7th Division, the three major eneiey divisions
operating in llI CTZ. One of these communications groups served
a .major front ~eadquarters in Binh Long Province.

Another was con-

trolled by a detached element of the Headquarters, VC 5th Division.
Two mpre groups 'Were close'.cy' associated with the NVA 7th Division.*

Thus, b.r 24 January, growing evidence of imminent hostilities
as reflected in enemy communications activity had been observed by

*

\
2/0/VCM/R10-68, 15 January 1968, SUMMARY OF OOMMUNICATIONS POSSIBIX
i\

. ASSOCIATED WITH VIETNAMESE COMMUNIST It.AIU FORCE UNITS
..
..

m

MILITARY

;;- ~

\__,.·.

REGIONS 1 AND 10.
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SIGINT ana'.cysts. Military Intelligence elements serving enell\Y tactical
divisions·-were collecting and reporting intelligence information 1n
several areas.

The volume of tactical messages passed over enell\Y

communications systems oontinued to increase, particularly in Military
Region 5 were there were frequent references to "N-Day." Major

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong urµ.ts were relocating throughout South

---

Vietnam, and concentrations of eneIDJ" entities were developing in
several locations near large urpan areas -

including the border

area of Iontum Province, Cambodia, and Laos; the border area between
Kontum and Pleiku Provinces; northeastern Darlac Province; southern

Quang Nam Province; and in the Hue area in Thua Thien Province.

In

some areas, the III CTZ in particular, there was a significant ex' -..._/'

'

pansion

or

the enemy's communications structure.

In addition,

there was an increase in the number of forward tactical elements
. >.:..

·a~t,!~ated by major enemy headquarters. Finally, SIGINT analysts
·'

also noted an increasing volume of urgent messages passed by both
COSVN and Headquarters, Military Region

All

or

5 to their subordinate units.

these SIGINT indicators had been noted in the past prior to

major ottensive act.tvity and suggested that the enell\Y was preparing
tor an impending offensive.
On

25 January, NSA issued a report which summarized the available

SIGINT intelligence and concluded that a nationwide, coordinated enemy
offensive was planned for the imnediate future:

\
, _,.

\'

.
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"During the past week, SIGINT has provided evidence of a
coordinated attack to occur in the near future in several areas
or South Vietnam. While the bulk of SIGINT evidence indicates
the most critical areas to be in the northern·hal!' or the
country, there is additional evidence that Communist units
in Nam Bo may also be involved. The major target areas of
eneley' offensive operations include the western highlands, the
coastal p::-ovinces or MR 5, and the Khe Sahh and Hue areas •••• "*

Aa a result of this report, the SIGINT colmlWlity concentrated on developing more intelligence i!li'ormation regarding the offensive •
.

.

25

ENEMY ACTIVITY BETWEEN

JANUARY AND

29

JANUARY

During the period between NSA 1 s report on 25 January and the out-

break of hostilities on the night

or

29-30 January, SIGINT sources

continued to pTovide solid evidence that a massive enemy offensive was
!

~:'' On 27 January, NSA issued the first of several tollow..up reports

to the 25 January report. Indicating that preparations for Vietnamese
Comnunist attacks in the western highlands were reflected in th~
communications of Miµtary Region 5, the follow-up report stated that:

"Through at least 27 Jarruary, SIGINT has continued to pro_vide evidence of an impending Vietnamese Conmunist offensive, <
particularzy in the western hl.ghlands area. 'lio messages were
passed by the probable Hq, BJ Front mthority to a probable
NVA 1st Division element in western Pleiku Province reporting
on the reinforcing of ;the 1st Division element and on the movement of that element to a new position •••• "

(

*

\

2/0/VCM/RJ2-68, 25 January 196:·:,

\._.../
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•

In addition to the two messages' bet;reen the Headquarters, BJ Front
moreover,
authority and an NVA 1st Division element, the report,
'

.

cited a message from an unidentified B3 Front element in northeastern Pl.eilru Province which contained references to "N-D~~ and

eneJey"attack plans, including rocket; tire in support of ground
assaults an:l the preparation of firing positions.

\

The report con-

cluded that an attack was planned in northeastern Pleiku.*
SIGINTdisclosed that enemy attacks were scheduled to begin .on

29 January in at least two areas in Military Region 5.

In the

1restern highlands province of Kontum, Military intelligence conmnmications showed an increased interest in the Dak To area.

Mesaages

exchanged during the period 24--26 January between the Military In\__.)

'

telligence Section (MIS), NVA 1st Division and a subordinate element located on 27 Januar.y about 12 kilometers southwest of Dak To -

in-

.· . .-.·~ -.

dipated that eneJey' troops and artillery were moving.
~-

.

A 28 January
.

message from the MIS, NVA 1st Division to this same subordinate

revealed that the attack was to be lautiched at 0030 hours (GOLF)
on 30 January.

Using a combination of letters and digits, the MIS

identi!'ied the target as "BJ." This piece

or SIGINT

represented the

first concrete evidence that attacks would take place in the western

· highlands during the Tet holidays and was· reported to tactical consumers
the day before the attacks were scheduled to begin.**

· * . 2/0/VCM/R.36-68
· ff

\
1

FOLIDW-UP NUMBER..fil!! To 2/0/VCM/R32-68, 27 January 1968.

2/0/VCM/RJ+0-68, FOLJ..OW-UP., Nmffif.g ..i To 2/0/VCM/R32-68, 28 January 19 68.
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On 27 January., the Headquarters., Military Region 5 Main Force.

Unit Cont~ol instructed major units operating in the coastal provinces

ot Military Region 5 to begin comnunications on additional schedules
Such communications alerts had been noted prior to

on 29 January.

enemy offensive activity 1n the past and suggested that attacks would
be

carried out on or about 29 January in the coastal provinces or

Military Region 5. The scope of the alert which involved at. least
-

three major units -Headquarters., Group 44 and the NVA 2nd and 3rd
Divisions -

indicated that the attacks would be widespread.*

In ARVN Ill and IV CTZ's., there were several significant developments between 25 and 29 January which indicated an increased level or
·enen\Y' offensive activity.

The VC 9th Division., which had resumed

communications with its subordinate regiments on 19 January, passed
a number of tactical messages to the VO 271st Regiment between 25

·.
an~~28 January.
·-

..

.

··~·.

...

~-

.

.

.

This increase in the volume of traffic reflected a

J>Qssible move by the VC 271st Regiment in preparation for early
tactical employment.**
COSVN eo~tinued to transmit an unusually high volume of urgent
messages to major eneJey" headquarters -

including Headquarters., Military

Region 2; Headquarters., VC 5th Division; and Headquarters., Military
Region 10. &IGINT analysts observed that many ot these messages contained instructions to "decrypt imnediately."

*

In addition, SIGINT

\
2/0/VCJM/RJ7-68, FOLLOW-UP NUMBER ,Z To 2/0/VCM/RJ2-68., 28 January 19 68.
\1

** NSA Southeast Asia SIGINT Summa-r;r., J/O/STI/R24-68
1 ~ Janua17 1968.
),.-'.:.·~
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showed that the Military Intelligence Section, Binh Long Front in Binh
Long Prov.µice had moved apprcadma.te~

26 January.

and

30 kilometers south between 19

The MIS had previously been located in the Binh long -

Cambodian border area.

The movement placed the MIS in the west -

central part of the province. On 29 January, t~e MIS, Binh Long
Front resumed communications with the Military Intelligence Bureau.,
COSVN for the first tµie in over a month.
In IV CTZ, the ma.1or development in enemy communications was the

extremezy high volume of messages exchanged between the Alternate
Headquarters, Military Region 2 and the VC 261st Battalion and
My

Tho Provincial Unit in western_ Dinh Tuong Province.

a concentration of enemy units in Dinh Tuong Province

In ad_dition.,

was developing

approximatezy 35 kilometers frqmMy Tho, the province capital.

Tha

VO 261st and 263rd Battalions, the My Tho Provincial Unit., and the
Fo~rd Element., Alternate. Headquarters., Military Region 2 were
.

~~·/:

·"

identified as part of this concentration.*
?:bus., growing evidence of offensive activity throughout South
Vietnam was reflected in the conmrunications activity or major enemy
units prior to the actual outbreak of hostilities. SIGINT indicators
which had often preceded offensive activity in the past were noted
. by SIGINT analysts prior to the beginning· of the 19 68 Tet offensive.

These SIGINT indicators included but were not limited toJ

\
.

*

~

.
~
NSA Southeast Asia SIGINT\Sumnary., 3/0/STT./R2,5-68., ~ January 1968.
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1. The activation or forward tacti:al elements by major enemy units.
2. The d~velopment or concentrations ot enemy- entities, particularly

near main populated areas and allied installations.

3. The. implenentation ot tactical signal plans.
4. The implementation _o t communications alerts as shown by increases
in volume and frequency of message traffic.

\

S. An increase in collection and reporting

by Military Intelligence

. elements serving major enemy units.

6.

~

An increase in readable messages.

One of the most noticeable SIDINT indicators was the movement and

buildup or eneiey' units near South Vietnamese cities and towns during
the .month of January.
\._.

I

Between 30 December 1967 and 30 January 1968,

.

.

eneJey" forces deployed from the borders and sparsely settled areas and

mQV~ towards the cities and towns.
.'

.

By

.,

30 January, the main populated

~~ -:·

areas were surrounded by enemy forces.*
In Military Region Tri-Tttien-Hue, several of these indicators were

reflected in SIGINT, including the -activation
Headquarters,
Hue.

MR TTII" and

or the

Forward Element,

the buildup of NVA/vC units near the city of

The use of a tactical signal plan by enemy- units in the Hue area,

however, was·not reflected in SIGINT until after the attack aga:lnst the

tormer imperial capital had been initiated.

*

In the B3 Front area, read-

\
See map, Disposit;ipn of Enemy Fcrces on 30 Decembet 1967, P. 35.
I,

See map, Disposition of Enemy Forces on 30 January 1268, P. 36.
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able messages regarding enemy attack plans and preparations tor battle,

the activ~tion ot several forward tactical elements, and concentrations

ot enemy- entities in at least four separate areas provided evidence which
indicated that attacks were imminent.

In addi~ion, an increase in

activity by Military Intelligence elements was also observed in the
Du.c Co and Dak To areas.

\

In the coastal provinces of Military Region

;, forthcoming attacks were suggested by the relocation and buildup

ot enemy units along the coast. Other

SIGINT indicators included

intercepted messages which contained references to attack plans,
the activation of forward tactical elements, and the implementation

ot a scheduled tactical signal plan by elements of the NVA 2nd Division
on 30 January •
"-.__.... I

. In llI CTZ, SIGINT indicators were also noted ani reported to

J

tactical consumers. Control stations that served Forward Tactical
.· .

.

~

Ele~ents
of the vc 5th Division and the NVA 7th Division were established.
.
~

>

·:

Concentrations ot enenw units appeared in three provinces~ Tay Ninh,
Binh Duong, and Bien Hoa.

The reappearance of several communications

links which had been inactive 8\lggested that a conmunications alert
had been effected.

After several weeks of inactivity, Military In-

telligence elements serving the VC 5th and 9th Divisions resumed
intelligence· collection and reporting in early January. On 25 Janu-

. ary, the VC 9th Division began to pass tactical messages to its subordinate 271st Regiment.

Tl's
week prior to Tet, COSVN began to ex·,

change messages of high precedence with major enemy headquarters in
\

II, III, and IV CTzts.

\'\
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In IV CTZ, ARDF tixed a concen·;ration of Viet Cong units 35
lcilometerl' from the provincial capital of My Tho, one of the prime
VC targets in IV CTZ during the Tet offensive.

One of the units

identitied in this concentration was the Forward Tactical Element,
Alternate Headquarters, Military Region 2.

SIGINT was able to provide indi~ations that enemy attacks were

forthcoming in each or the four Corps areas. Although SIGINT did
forecast the increased level of offensive activity, it failed to

predict the unprecedented nature

use

or

and

scope of the attacks.

The

local force units and main force units of battalion size or

smaller in the first wave of attacks reduced SIGINT 1 s effectiveness
since it was difficult to maintain continuity on the sporadic communi-

cations of such units.

\.....,, ,

The effectiveness of SIGINT was dependent on

the intercept and analysis of enem;y comnunications. SIGINT did not
•'

··... :. ~ ...

sli9.ji°what the enemy did not comnunicate.
•'

SIGINT SUPPORT TO ALLIED TACTICAL FORCES DURING TET

While SIGINT dia portray the enemy buildup and tactical threat
prior to Tet, it was also used by commanders to plan and conduct

allied reactions to the enemy attacks and subsequent counter operations.
The contributions of :t,he SIGmT con:munity played a vital role .in
the success achieved by allied .fo,r ces over the North Vietnamese and

Viet Cong dµring the offensive. The effectiveness
was demonstrated by
(

u.s.

or

SIGINT support

\

tactical r.:perations against NVA/vC units in

...

\..

/

\

To.~ ,

-
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I. and II CTZ.

In ~u Yen Province, the 404th Radio Research Detachment predicted
that an assault on the city of

Tuy

Hoa would be conducted by at least

three battalions of the NVA 25th Regiment.

This prediction was made

three days before the actual attack on JO January.

Because of this

intelligence, the detachment's supported tactical command, the 173rd.
Airborne Brigade, was fully prepared to meet the expected attack.
The 3:9sults of the ensuing battle 'Were devastating.

The attacking

force failed to capture its objective while suffefing heavy casualties.
North Vietnamese losses totalled 590 ld.lled.*

In Quang Nam Province, the .4merical Radio Research Company turnished
SIGINT intelligence \>bich showed the enemy's intent to attack the city
~

of Hoi J..n during Tet.

In response to this intelligence, elements of

the 196th Light Infantry Brigade
·;·

.

'-.

and

the 198th Light Infantry Brigade,

Alr!.~fical
Division conducted Task Force MIRACIE between 8 Februazy and
:....
~

15 February.

U.S. troops were inserted in the area where SIGINT had

located the VC 1st Regiment and subsequently established contact with
enenu forces.

The results of this engagement were 308 Viet Cong killed.

In addition, SIGINT located the NVA 21st Regiment, another major sub-·
ordinate of the

NVA 2nd

Division, near Go Noi Island.

The Americal

Division responded to this intelligence by deploying forces to the

area.

The enemy regiment was bad'.cy' defeated and sustained approxi-.

mate~ 2.36 casualties.

Both of these allied combat operations, which
i

"l

*

.

.

.

.

\

.

Annual Historical Report,\313th RR Bn, FY 1968, Volume II, P. 36.
;:-,;.;/:i;:
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were based on intelligence provided by SIGINT sources, thwarted the

.

enemy's efforts to capture Hoi An City during
the Tet offensive.*
.
.

Another example was the support rendered by the 138th Aviation
Company to Task Force X-RAY in the Hue area.

In a letter dated 2 May

1968 to the 138th Aviation Company, MG John N. McLaughlin, command.er of
· Task Force X-RAY, stated that:

During the Tet offensive, and operation "Hue City" which
followed, the intelligence received from your unit (the 138th
Aviation Company at Da Nang Airfield with one night detach-.
ment o~rating from the 8th Radio Research Field Station at
Phu Bai) was extremely instrumental in troop disposition and
targeting of both artillery and tactical air strikes on
eneJl\Y held positions. Results of targeting were numerous
secondary explosions, causing both destruction to the enemy
forces, arxi depriving him of many storage caches.**

J

..

,'. .·t- ·

In a letter to the Commanding Officer, 138th Aviation Compaey, the

C~~nding Officer, 8th Radio Research Field Station further .. explained
.

.

~

the support provided by the 138th Aviation Company to allied tactical

units in the Hue area:

·-

Through the efforts or the 138th, SIGINT was also able to
follow the southerly deployment of the 32413 NVA Division. This
division, along with its subordinate 90th, 803d, and 812th
. Regiments, deployed along a supply/logistics corridor extending
·. from the DMZ into the Thua Thien area. During January and

* · Annual Historical Repo~, .'.31.'.3th RR Bn, FI 1968, Volume II, PP.- .'.35-36.

** Annual Historical Report~ 224th Avn

0

PP. 14-15.

Bn (RR),. FI 1968, Volume II,

\

\
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February 1968, continuity on the infiltration of these elements

into the Hue-Phu Bai area would have been virtua~ impossible
with9ut the assistance provided by the 138th. These NVA units
continue to be located in the Hue-Phu Bai area. As a result,
the 1st Marine Division, 1st Air Gav Division, the 101st Air.borne Division, 3/82d Airborne Division, and the 196th Light
Infantry Brigade conducted operations based on the current
locations ot these units. Without.the support of the 138th,
these and other Allied elements currently operating in this
area would have to operate with less significant intelligence
am below maximum efficiency.

\

Prior to, during, and after the "Battle of Hue," the 138th
provided invaluable support to U.S. operational elements in the
Hue area. The 138th supplied SIGINT locations which were highq instrumental in uncovering & major NVA/VC nstaging area"
southwest of Hue City. This "staging area" was utilized by
NVA/VC forces prior to the commencement of the 11 Battle of Hue"
and as a re-grouping area inmediately thereafter. The 11 stag:i.ng
area11 subsequently came under extensive B-52 strikes. It is
felt that these attacks deprived the eneJcy" of a rest and
resupply area and probably restricted the massing of NVA/VC
forces for another large offensive against the civilian
population and military forces ••••*

·. _ -:~,,. Intelligence information, SIGINT 111 particular, was also an integral
..·~·. . ~.·...
-

ta~·tor 1n General Westmoreland 1 s decisions to cancel the planned Tet
truce in I CTZ on

25 January and to place u.s. forces on tu.11.alert

throughout South Vietnam on 30 January before the main wave of attacks.

The alert statua enabled U.S. forces

to meet the attacks and diminish

the element of surprise \lhich the eneJey" hoped to achieve.

As a result,

the assaults on the cities and towns were_ repulsed, and the attacking
forces were badly defeated..

·*

\

Annual Historical Report;, 224th Avn Bn (RR), FI 1968, Voluioo
PP. 1'5-1:6.
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StJ?.IMARY AND • IBSSONS !EARNED

· Intelligence sources were criticized for not providipg sufficient
information regarding the Tet offensive.

However, there was no evidence

. to support this charge. On 7 Julie 1968, the Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board issued a memorandum tor the President which showed the

-results ot its investigation into the alleged "intelligence failure"
· which occurred. at the time of the Tet offensive.

The memorandum

stated that:

()

•• •• Throughout January, 1968 the intelligence appar·atus
was filled with indications that the enemy was preparing for
a series of coordinated attacks on a larger scale than ever
before attempted. Considering each corps area separately •
. the clearest advance warnings directed attention to the likelihood. ot·attacka in I Corps, :the Kontum-Pleiku areas of II
·.· . ,_ ._ Corps, and the vicinity of Saigon in III Corps. In IV Corps,
.>:" :.;.-:-the US intelligence apparatus received virtually no advance
· ·, ::~ :·, indications or the nature and extent of the attacks which
·
occurred ••••

On the question of the Jack

ot intelligence concerning the timing,

·extent, and nature of the offensive, the Foreign Intelligence Advisory
·· Board reported that:

•••• With regard to the timing ot the enemy's offensive,
most or the intelligence evaluators concluded that the offensive
most likely would occur just prior to or i.nmediately following
the Tet holiday period. which extended from January 27 to February 3, 1968. A few of the evaluators in the field, including
General Westmoreland, included in their estimates the specific
possibility that the offensive might take place during the
Tet holidays. While some repc,rts •.puggested the possibility of

0
.. ·,.• .

\

\
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simultaneous attacks in certai:1 areas the Board found none

predicting the extent of the at.tacks which actually occurred
or the degree of simultaneity .1chieved in their execution.

In the intelligence avail,3ble in the pre-Tet period,
many or the cities, towns, and installations actually attacked

were mentioned as possible tar~ets. The Board finds little
.in the pre-Tet intelligence s~5gesting that the country-wide
attacks might concentrate on the cities and towns to the virtual exclusion of frontier targets or that the enell\Y might
seek to establish lodgement in these urban areas and foment
uprisings. The expectation seems to have been that the
harassment of the cities an:i towns would be confined largely
to mortar and rocket attacks, rather than the ground attacks
which actually took place ••••

,

· ..__

::::r-Baseci on the findings of its investigation, the Board concluded:

a. that the intelligence at hand contributed to the
decision on 25 January to cancel the Tet truce in I Corps
and to General Westmoreland. 1 s action on 30 January putting
US commanders on full alert throughout-South Vietnam just
.. . prior to the main attacks;

·;.->>t·:. ..

b. that intelligence contributed substantially to the
· . result that the attacks on the cities were beaten off and
that no permanent lodgements were achieved;

· · ;,k/:

c. that the intelligence bearing on the Tet offensive
proved adequate in that it alerted US comnanders in t:ime
to permit them to carry- out their missions successfully
and, therefore,_there are no grounds to support the charge
of a major intelligence failure; ••••

In retr6spect, two important lessons learned from the 1968 Tet

of'f'ensive were the need for more in-depth analysis of enemy conmunications and the need !or more integration of collateral information
· vi.th SIGINT intelligence.

Major Robert L. Kennedy, who was assigned
\.
.
.
.
to the J-2 Special Projects Sectiin at USMACV Headquarters from July
\

T ··-- ··
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1967 to June 19 68, touched upon the 38 problems in an interview:
.

'

The inability to detect the nature of the Tet offensive

more specifically from SIGINT resulted, apparently, from a

\

lack of in-country intensive i1-depth analysis of enemy
communications activity to rel1te unusual·activity to the
forthcoming attacks against th~ cities. No one adequately
correlated various, numerous SIGINT facts from the four
CTZ 1 s in RVN into a countrywide picture. The SIGINT system's
major shortcoming was its inability to treat the eneiey!s
total activity and relate the parts to the whole. The
SIGINT system was not tald.ng the long-look at connnunications
activity occurring over one or two months. Apparently,
pressure on NSA for reporting on current activity prevented
them from performing adequate in-depth analysis, and there
was no in-coun~ry capability - such as a processing company
deployed normally with an ASA Group - to integrate suffi. ciently RVN-wide COMINT from the different sources •••• If
sufficient analytic capability had existed, an increased"
amount of more useful, real-time tactical intelligence could
have been furnished to commands •••• No practical procedures
existed to provide regular timely receipt and distribution
. of collateral information for use by SI analysts. Thus,
analysts operated in a void, without a real capability to
.. ... correlate pertinent, current, collateral intelligence. The
,.· :.·:.;·-: use of collateral with SIGINT coulcl have led to much greater
· · ~ "· break-out or lower level enemy headquarters, nets organizations 1
and unit identifications. This, in turn, would have permitted continuity coverage on more units such as VC LF and
MF units and NVA/VC bns. These units conducted most of the
continual tactical actions against u.s./ARVN forces.*
. !

In conclusion, advance warning of the Tet of.tensive was provided
by the SIGINT comnunity to allied commanders.

Evidence of forthcoming

attacks was reflected. in enemy cowlllrl.cations activity prior to the
actual att4cks.

·· *

The buildup of enemy forces near main populated areas

\
USASA Historical Interview with Major Ropert . L. Kennedy, MI, 01922789,
\

on 24 March 1970 conducted by rcli'e at ~, USASA.

\
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and other SIGINT indicators which had preceded Vietnamese Conmunist

.

offensive operations in the past indicated ·that the·enenur
was pre.
paring for major offensive activity. SIGINT played a highly significant role in portraying the ene~ threat and alerting the allied
commanders throughout South Vietnam to the possibility of imminent
attacks.

As a result, allied tactical forces were able to repulse

\

. ____

the assaults and inflict a major military defeat on the enemy.
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